
Life in the Labyrinth – Chapter 3 – the Log 

 

  1:07 mollymidway: http://www.facebook.com/events/345388835492611/ 

  3:49 spacebuddhaa: david and friends will be here @ 7pm pst for online study of Life in The 
Labyrinth 

» see you then 

  6:37 piandjo: testing early, hello everyone 

  6:56 theangelstore: hello 

» getting set up - Iven will not be here, we will have Ma 

» MA 

  6:57 piandjo: sound good on both mikes 

  6:58 texasrosie: cant see your face 

» lol 

  7:00 lost_horizon: Hi 

  vadere: hello everyone 

  auriah: hi all! 

  piandjo: David's mike is a little too low to hear clearly 

  lost_horizon: Hi, Auriah, and everyone 

  auriah: yes David's mic is low 

  hawklady: hi everyone 

  lost_horizon: yes, David's mike is a little low 

  auriah: Hi Lost! 

  7:05 hawklady: what happened? 



  7:06 auriah: when hawk? 

  7:06 mollymidway: is the mic still low? 

  7:06 auriah: no, it much better ty! 

  7:07 mollymidway: ok, good! 

  7:09 hawklady: for me the screen is all black and i cna't hear anything 

  7:09 auriah: refresh, or hit the pause/play button to the bottom left of where the image should 
be 

  7:10 hawklady: okay, thank you 

  7:13 mollymidway: sign in if you can--it's ok if you don't, but if you are able, it would be good 

» janna here--penn valley, california 

  7:14 auriah: Are you asking for a roll call Molly? 

  7:15 mollymidway: (sure, David likes to know who came to the class) 

  7:15 vidadf: fowler 

» maximized screens won't be reading 

» this 

  7:16 mollymidway: thanks  

  7:16 simmontemplar: Hi folks, I finally was able to get a JTV script in my screen; good to see 
you all 

  7:16 piandjo: It will not happen without attention and effort ( re. "intentional involvement") 

  7:16 mollymidway: hiya Simmontemplar! 

  7:16 lost_horizon: hi, Simmon 

  7:17 piandjo: hello Simmon 

  7:17 simmontemplar: Templar here !! Molly !! 

» Hi Lost H!! 



» Harry !! 

  7:17 muspelspark: Tom here 

  7:17 simmontemplar: Hi Tom 

  7:17 auriah: The voyager has to be awake, and observant to what is happening by sensing 

  7:17 muspelspark: Hi Simmon 

  7:17 gapalz: Hi, Grant here 

  7:18 auriah: Hi Simmon! 

» Auriah, from So-Cal 

  7:18 simmontemplar: Sweet AU ! 

  7:19 piandjo: yes, Auriah. 

  7:20 auriah: LOL! 

  7:20 simmontemplar: I see it ...as well as an inner conviction to the attitud of doing the Work 

  7:21 lost_horizon: Dan here, in the Ozarks 

  7:21 mollymidway: "the ability to think in new categories...and the ability to expand the 
boundaries of one's presence..." 

  7:22 simmontemplar: I am really wondering what is in this case ..."New Categories" ?? 

» that is an official question 

  7:23 Pro markroche: is also why humor is good--it flips us to an alternate perspective 

  7:23 piandjo: i notice an expansion of peripheral awareness-- an expansion of context . This is 
extending one's boundaries. 

  7:23 auriah: new catagories: thinking creatively, outside the box, outside the norm or usual 
limitations. 

  7:23 mollymidway: i'm wondering too, ty Simmon, i'll ask 

  7:23 simmontemplar: is that a guess Auria ? 



  7:24 mollymidway: outside the box is good 

  7:24 auriah: that's how I see it, as in puzzle solving 

  7:24 piandjo: new categories develop from expanded context 

  7:24 auriah: @ simmon 

  7:25 simmontemplar: I like it though Au 

  7:26 piandjo: Isn't Au the chemical symbol for gold? Curious. 

  7:26 simmontemplar: Yes, Harry ----Very useful, that´s a go David ! 

  7:27 auriah: expansion of presence: to me is putting my attention outside the self, on the space 
and environment and see myself as a part of that space, connected to everything 

  7:27 mollymidway: yes, Au is in the periodic table for gold 

  7:28 auriah: @ Mark: how does humor present alternate perspective? 

  7:29 simmontemplar: Special Hi from South Pole to Silverdale ! 

  7:30 piandjo: can't hear Molly 

  » Yes Auriah 

  7:32 mollymidway: (i'll get your comment to them, Auriah, to them as soon as i can--about the 
expansion of presence) 

  7:33 vidadf: the who is the voyager, the "being nature"... where we are is identified with some 
chamber in the the labyrinth of creation 

» just first guesses 

  7:33 piandjo: You are all of us, David 

  7:33 mollymidway: ty vidadf 

  7:34 auriah: we have to recognize we are a voyager in the labyrinth, that we are essence or 
energy beings, not the human personality, to know we walk in the dream, and to know we are 
traveling through a maze 

  7:35 Pro markroche: which is also one of the major Vedantic paths, asking the question Who 
Am I ? yet looking for an experiential not logical answer 



» the voyager lies his or her head on the pillow of omnipresence 

»  

  7:37 mollymidway: ; ) 

» ""chambers' refer to the morphology of any field anomaly" 

  7:39 simmontemplar: did you get that explanation Molly ? 

  7:40 mollymidway: not sure 

  7:40 simmontemplar: thks 

» ???? 

  7:41 mollymidway: stabilized field anomaly 

  7:43 Mod jinjerrojjers: , 

  7:43 mollymidway: spaces refer to subjective experiences of chambers--the stabilized field 
anomalies? 

» in this context 

  7:44 auriah: yes, very much so 

  7:44 simmontemplar: ??? 

  7:45 auriah: yellow glow, wide  

» expansive 

  7:45 mollymidway: nice! 

  7:45 hawklady: high vibration 

  7:46 auriah: soft 

  7:47 mollymidway: questions simmon? 

  7:48 simmontemplar: Lots ! Just one for now : the stabilized field anomalies ?? . Thanks for 
asking 

  » Molly 



  7:48 mollymidway: yw 

  7:50 lost_horizon: "stabilized field anomaly" .. sounds like, for instance, the pattern produced 
with sand on a vibrating steel plate.. if the frequency changes, the pattern changes 

  7:50 Pro markroche: when I hear stabilized field anomaly it sounds like the cosmic equivalent 
of an eddy in a river 

» it is an anomaly that is fed and fueled by the habitualness of its morphological structure 

  7:51 mollymidway: maybe it is objective? spaces are more experiential, some one is there to 
experience 

  7:51 simmontemplar: any place you are in is an "Stabilized field anomaly" , the only thing that 
changes is the feeling for the place 

» how you sense it 

  7:51 auriah: artistically speaking, when I get into a creative space/chamber and everything else 
melts away. I'm ina creative zone, and the creative energy flows through me not of me, then I'm 
in a new chamber, the zone, or stabilized field anomaly 

  7:51 piandjo: and it's color, extension, etc 

  7:53 mollymidway: (ty all. david will read this log later, and it gets posted on his website as 
well, if possible) 

» ty for your patience tonight !! 

» topological connectivity is easier to understand 

  7:55 simmontemplar: I am here at 1 am in a Internet Cafe and I tell you there are few spaced 
out...of the chamber !!  

  7:55 mollymidway: we are all topologically connected here tonight 

  7:56 auriah: lol simmon! i bet! 

  7:57 lost_horizon: lol simmon 

  7:57 mollymidway: all of our chambers are in various locations, but we are working towards, 
and experiencing a shared space, shared spaces 

  7:57 auriah: where are you geographically simmon, for such a time differernce? 



  7:57 simmontemplar:  that´s right Au ! 

» Argentina close to Patagonia 

  7:58 auriah: wow! 

  7:58 hawklady: U have guest room there? for guest from this chammber? 

  7:58 auriah: yes! 

  7:58 Pro markroche: y 

  7:58 lost_horizon: hmm.. walls of futility.. the abnormal conditions of being existence 
established by us ourselves.. 

  8:00 auriah: sometimes you can see the signs, through synchronistic events, and know they're 
related but still can't fit the pieces together 

  8:02 Pro markroche: that's the key i think, what David just said, Not interpreting those 
synchronicities 

  8:02 hawklady: does that only happen when people are connected? 

  8:02 Pro markroche: someone I knew used to say that a great response to noticed 
synchronicities is simply to note 

» that something is 'up' and to simply turn up one's awareness and atention 

  8:03 simmontemplar: I have experienced that that is the case Hawklady 

  8:03 hawklady: yes me too Simmon, 

  8:03 simmontemplar: some closeness gives you more chance of happening 

  8:04 auriah: yeah, mark very true, sometimes as Susan was saying we related signs to 
something coming, and sometimes its a simple recognition of impression. 

» ???  

  8:04 hawklady: thanks AU for the log 

  8:04 piandjo: Thanks to David and MA and everyone for your comments 

  8:04 lost_horizon: It is easier to notice when people are connected I think, because they both 
experience it and verify it for each other 



  8:04 auriah: yes I can send log 

  8:04 simmontemplar: Thank Mary Ann !! and David 

  8:04 hawklady: thank you everyone, 

  8:04 lost_horizon: thank you all 

» thanks, David and MA 

  8:04 Pro markroche: enjoy those stabilized field anomalies 

  8:05 simmontemplar: and of course ..thanks to the awessome team of voyagers 

  8:05 hawklady: good night all, see u in another chammber 

  8:05 mollymidway: no reason to fit everything into significances, but statistically, 
synchronicities...are all over the place, and yes, ty hawklady and mark. ty all. 

  8:05 Pro markroche: ty Molly 

  8:05 auriah: thanks everyone 

  8:05 mollymidway: ty team! 

  8:05 auriah: thanks Mark 

  8:05 hawklady: Mark r u on FB 

  8:06 Pro markroche: nitey nite campers 

  8:06 lost_horizon: synchronicity is probably the norm, we are just in the habit of not noticing 

  8:06 mollymidway: good night mark  

  8:06 lost_horizon: good night, everyone 

 8:07 auriah: good point Lost 

  8:07 Pro markroche: y, Hawklady, am on facebook: Mark Roche 

  8:07 simmontemplar: This chapter is intense, and soapy 

  8:08 auriah: soapy? 



  8:08 mollymidway: opaque? slippery? 

  8:08 simmontemplar: sleepery ? 

  8:08 mollymidway: lol 

  8:08 auriah: lol 

  8:08 simmontemplar: slippery !! thanks again Molly 

  8:09 lost_horizon:  

  8:09 simmontemplar: Great to see you Mark, good comments 

  8:09 auriah: could be sleepery too simmon 

  8:09 simmontemplar: same to Au , Molly , Piandjo 

  8:10 auriah: ty simmon! good to see you, glad you stay up with us! 

  8:10 lost_horizon: I was a bit sleepery myself.. this machine did not want to stay in the space 

  8:10 simmontemplar: yes, but I really hope it wasn´t "sllep" pery ! 

» Auriah 

» "sleep" pery 

  8:12 auriah: Lol lost! practice and experience for less sleepery chambers 

» we're gettin there Simmon  

  8:12 lost_horizon: yes, definitely 

 


